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Cigarettes 
Little cigar
Cigarette filters
Tobacco



Production line

CIGARETTE production line: Focke, Hauni
COMBI FILTER line: Hauni

We produce:

Production line with on-line LAZER PERFORATION SYSTEM
Packing line with TRACK&TRACE SYSTEM

of 20 size cigarettes
Nano  83 mm| ø 5,4 mm
Compact 83 mm | ø 6,7 mm
King size 83 mm | ø 7,8 mm
Super slims 99 mm | ø 5,4 mm

Universal Cigarette Manufactory offers a wide range of tobacco products: 
cigarettes, cigarillos, cigarettesʼ filters and exclusive tobacco blends produced 
with leading tobacco blending companies from Brazil, North America, South 
Africa, Middle East and Asia.

A modern automated production complex is located in Kaliningrad, Russia. The 
production of tobacco products, with a fully automated work cycle, was 
engineered taking into account the time-tested American traditions of working 
with tobacco.
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Low
price segment

Value
price segment

The company portfolio includes cigarettes 
of different price segments from low-cost 
to premium.

UCM produces cigarettes with 
the following filters: capsule, classic 
monoacetate, combined double 
with charcoal or recessed filters, 
triple tube.

Medium
price segment

Premium
price segment



Currant FlavourMelon FlavourNatural Taste

Cherry Flavour Grape FlavourTurin Coffee

K.Ritter
compact

Premium cigarettes

First craft flavored cigarettes on the market

Format compact, king sise, superslims
Mariland flavored blend
Natural tobacco flavorings
Tube filter & mono filter on format superslims
Semi-sweet tipping
Dark cigarette paper

K.Ritter - elite cigarettes for daily smoking



Natural TasteTurin CoffeeCherry Flavour

You can find more information about the K.Ritter
brand and product line on the website

K.Ritter
king size

Premium cigarettes

Grape FlavourTurin CoffeeCherry Flavour

Currant FlavourMelon Flavour

K.Ritter
superslims

Premium cigarettes



Golden Pipe
compact

Original
king size

Natural product from selected South American tobaccos 
using fermented Cavendish tobacco.

DAKOTA
Cigarettes

Premium cigarettes

Native american cigarettes

Format compact, king sise
American blend full flavor
Craft package
Tripple tube filter with charcoal
Soft-touch tipping
Tobacco leaf paper

DAKOTA - original premium smoking



DAKOTA LC
king size

Little cigars

Amber Rum CherriesCappuccino

VanillaOriginalDark Cream

Classic American little cigars

Format king size pack & blister
American cigarillos aromo blend
Mono filter
Sweet tipping
Tobacco leaf paper
Natural aromatics 



VanillaOriginalDark Cream

Amber Rum CherriesCappuccino

DAKOTA LC
blisters

Little cigars

VanillaDark CreamCherries

DAKOTA LC
compact

Little cigars

Cigarillos DAKOTA: well-balanced tobacco strenght gives opportunity
to enjoy the taste without excessive nicotine saturation.



Winchester 2.0
king size

Winchester Filter
compact

Winchester XPR
king size

Winchester Rifle
compact

Winchester
classical full flavor line
designer filter “W”

Winchester
modern line
designer filter “Star”

Medium cigarettes

Winchester – is an American classic cigarette brand

Format compact, king sise
American blend - USA
Specially designed triple filter
Design cigarettes paper “ultra-white” 

Winchester - cigarettes of Universe



Medium cigarettes

V.Yellow
Vanilla

A.Green
Green Apple

Ch.Red
Cherry

The rich aromas of cherry, green apple and vanilla

Sweet Smell
king size

Flavored cigarettes in the mass-market segment

Format king sise
Colombian aroma blend
Mono filter
Sweet tipping

Sweet Smell - sweet smoking 



Vega
compact

Value cigarettes

Dark Edition

Classic Silver Edition

White Edition

Traditional American Blend in value segment

Format compact, superslims
Classic American blend
Triple tube filter with charcoal in classic version
Capsule filter

Vega - cigarettes of the world



Value cigarettes

Sunrise
Melon

Tropic
Mango

Siberian
Blueberry

Vega Siberian - cigarettes with capsule “Blueberry”
Vega Tropic - cigarettes with capsule “Mango”
Vega Sunrise - cigarettes with capsule “Melon”

Vega
compact, capsule

Cool Mint
refreshing capsule

Cool Bliss
delicious capsule

Value cigarettes

Vega Cool Bliss and Vega Cool Mint - cigarettes
with flavored capsules “mint berries” and “cool mint”

Vega
superslims



T&W - English tradition of smoking

Thornton & White - optimal price/quality ratio 

Format compact, superslims
Virginia blend
Hollow acetate tube filter with charcoal in compact

Value cigarettes

T&W Cherry SS - flavored cigarettes with
sweet tipping & brown cigarette paper

Original
compact

T&W
compact, superslims

Ruby - Cherry
superslims

New Balance
compact



Red
king size

Blue
superslims

Silver
compact

Black
compact

LF
classic mono filter

Low cigarettes

Classic cigarettes with a wide products range

Format king size, compact, superslims
Classic mono & complex filter
American blend full flavor & aroma

LF - cigarettes for every taste



Blossom
Berries Menthol

Low cigarettes

Summer Breeze
Vanilla

Drive
Energy Drink

LF
superslim flavored cigarettes

Green Delicious
Apple

Sky Blue
king size

LF Sky Blue - soft-balanced cigarettes with recessed-filte.
LF New Tatse compact - cigarettes with toasted Virginia & tripple tube filter.

Low cigarettes LF
complex filter

New Taste
compact

Charcoal recessed filter Charcoal HAT filter



Fenix
king size

Fenix
super slim

Fenix
compact

Low cigarettesFenix
cigarettes

Cigarettes of “best price”

Format king size, compact, superslims
Classic mono filter
American blend with Eastern European Oriental

Good tobacco at a good price



Monoacetate filters

L, мм ±0.5

D, мм ±0.03

PD, WG ±3

CU

100 / 108 / 120

7.6-7.89

340-540

0-24000

100 / 108 / 120

6.6-6.69

340-400

0-24000

100 / 108 / 120

5.3-5.39

360-400

0-24000

KS QS SS

Charcoal filters

L, мм ±0.5

D, мм ±0.03

PD, WG ±3

CU

108

7.6-7.79

320-400

0-20000

108

6.6-6.69

320-400

0-20000

KS QS

UCM offers a wide range of filters of various 
compositions, sizes and formats of cigarettes.

We offer:

- A wide range of filters, providing the most
   profitable solutions for brand owners.
- The highest quality of finished products.
- Raw materials from recognized industry leaders.
- Full compliance with international standards.
- Flexibility in pricing and short delivery time.



Recessed filters

Charcoal recessed filters

L, мм ±0.5

D, мм ±0.03

PD, WG ±3

CU

108

7.6-7.79

320-400

0

KS

L, мм ±0.5

D, мм ±0.03

PD, WG ±3

CU

108

7.6-7.79

320-400

0

KS

Monoacetat HAT filters

L, мм ±0.5

D, мм ±0.03

PD, WG ±3

CU

108

7.6-7.79

320-400

0-20000

108

6.6-6.69

320-400

0-20000

KS QS

L, мм ±0.5

D, мм ±0.03

PD, WG ±3

CU

108

7.6-7.79

320-400

0-20000

108

6.6-6.69

320-400

0-20000

KS QS

Charcoal HAT filters



Private Label

UCM constantly develops its production capabilities and guarantees the 
highest quality of the offered products. Our own "quality control 
laboratory" allows us not only to ensure the highest control of incoming 
raw materials, but also to manage in real time all the basic parameters of 
the produced ready products.

Large assortment of tobacco and blends from the world's leading 
tobacco growers; own filter making machines; modern equipment and 
wide experience in the production of quality tobacco products allow 
UCM to be one of the leading companies in Russia for the production of 
private label products.

Cooperation options:
 
- “end-to-end” production of tobacco products under the 
customer's trademark: from the development of the 
cigarette s̓ construction and selection of tobacco blends 
to adaptation or development of the packaging design, 
followed by support and quality control of the produced 
products.

- development of a unique product under the UCM s̓ 
trademark, taking into account all the special require-
ments of the customer.



www.ucmrussia.com


